Please read these installation instructions BEFORE you attempt to apply the vinyl kit.

**IMPORTANT:** Installation of an EVANNEX® Vinyl Kit is a challenging DIY project. It requires care, a steady hand, the ability to follow instructions, and the patience to remove and reapply the vinyl, if required. Even small errors in surface preparation, vinyl orientation or positioning can cause poor results. If you are unfamiliar with vinyl and/or are uncomfortable with Vinyl Kit installation for any reason, we recommend that you contact a professional vinyl installer at a automotive custom shop or window tinting outlet and have them do the installation.

**IMPORTANT:** Please read our GENERIC GUIDELINES FOR APPLYING EVANNEX VINYL FILMS before you attempt to install this vinyl kit, including information about Returns and our Damage Disclaimer. A GENERAL GUIDELINES VIDEO is available at evannex.com.

**INSTALLATION:**
Video installation instructions are available at evannex.com.

**IMPORTANT:** Be certain that you thoroughly clean all surfaces BEFORE you begin and after each piece is installed.

Installation of this vinyl kit should be performed with the front car doors open.
Driver Side Dash

Step 1. Be certain that the dash is clean and free from dust and debris.
Step 2. Turn off your HVAC system during the installation.
Step 3a. Beginning with the Driver Side of the Dash vinyl kit, place the fold line 3-1-2 (see figure above) along the side, upper edge of the dash trim nearest the door. Be sure that edge 4 reaches to the bottom of the OEM dash on the side.
Step 3b. At the same time, be sure that the first 6-12 inches of the bottom edge 3-6 of the vinyl piece aligns accurately with the aluminum trim piece on the bottom edge of the wood dash trim.
Step 4. Align edge 3-5 so that it abuts the aluminum trim piece working toward the center. Be certain that the vinyl wrap just touches the trim piece along its entire length. As you move toward the center, you can choose to work from the passenger side seat so the steering wheel will not be in your way.
Step 5. Smooth the vinyl moving from edge 3-5 toward the windshield being certain to eliminate any air bubbles at you go. A hair drier can help if wrinkles appear. Lift the vinyl and heat it gently, and wrinkles will disappear. Be ready to apply and re-apply the piece until you get it right. Patience and a willingness to redo your work is a virtue when applying vinyl wrap.
Step 6. Fold over edge 6 along the dashed line into the indented area at the back of the dash.

CAUTION: Be certain that the vinyl does NOT cover the small metal grid that directs air up and over the rear of the OEM dash piece. Use your squeegee and a blow drier to properly smooth and set the vinyl in this area. If there is slight misalignment on an otherwise good installation, use a blade to trim the excess vinyl so that it does not impinge on the metal A/C grid.

Step 7. Fold over edge 3-1 at the end of the vinyl piece so that it adheres to the end of the piece. Then, fold over edge 1-2 so that it adheres to the end of the piece. Edge 4 should just cover the entire end of the dash trim. You can use a hair drier to heat the end pieces to make them more pliable as you perform this step. Do not overheat the vinyl!

Passenger Side Dash

Step 8. Continue the install with the vinyl wrap piece for the Passenger Side Dash.
Step 9. Steps 3 through 7 for the passenger side dash piece should be repeated. These steps are mirrored but otherwise identical. Note that the passenger side dash piece will overlap the driver side piece and should be smoothed over it.

Your installation is now complete.